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Christ's mission upon the earth as given in the prologue (I: I-8). 
The great ideas here presented are those that rule the narrative which 
follows; here is the whole truth -the rest is illustration. This is the 

light in which he has come to see the Christ, and in which he desires 
that he should forever be seen by others. 

The Religious Value of the Old Testament. 

We have before us, in a volume entitled the Christian Point of 
Vie7w, a lecture on this important subject, given to the last graduating 
class of Union Theological Seminary by Professor Francis Brown. 

Christianity presupposes the Old Testament, he said. Jesus found 

spiritual life in it. He led his followers, from the outset, into a 
richer use of it, so that those who walked the way after him were con- 
scious of the long vista behind-the straight track by which religious 
truth and power had come. He points us backward, too, into the 
same great country of God's ancient revelation. There is true reli- 

gion there, with the value of reality, the value of large setting in the 

history of men, the value of abundant detail, the value of mighty expe- 
riences, the value of divine knowledge emibodied in literature, the 
value of strong imperatives, the value of the penitent's confession, the 
value of the seer's vision. God was gradually working out his design 
-not forcing it upon men, but letting it dawn upon them by degrees. 
Of course, then, there were imperfections. There were great facts but 

partly seen, great obligations but partly understood, the life of precept 
recognized, and the life of free obedience in love feebly grasped. 

In prophecy, too, there is enduring value-to be recognized with 

discrimination; a value which resides not so much in the detailed ful- 
filment of specific predictions as in the everlasting power of the divine 

principles of life which prophecy reiterates, and by which alone the 

kingdom of God can come. The Old Testament is not the primary 
source of the Christian religion. But it is the embodiment of a genu- 
ine religion, which-as far as its elements have penetrated vitality- 
Christianity has taken up into itself. The promise of universality 
made to the Old Testament religion proves to be conditioned on its 

merging into that which was destined to spring from it, to supersede 
it, to envelop it, to discard the perishable in it, and to give new glory 
to that in it which could endure. The revelation in Jesus Christ, and 
that alone, determines what is perishable and what endures. That 
which can endure in the presence of Jesus Christ is full of instruction 
and stimulus and spiritual devotion through all the ages. 
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